CRAFTS
Painted paper lampshades from IKEA as Lanterns for £1.50 each for our teaparty the following day,
Make Fridge magnets from wool to make pompoms that when joined together and stuck on a peg with a magnetic strip became either the
Cheshire Cat or the Caterpillar with goggly eyes
Painted Wooden Heart Shaped boxes with hinged lids from Baker Ross.

ACTIVITIES
Painting the Roses Red
Make flat card & Tissue paper red roses (red card covered in 2 layers of White tissue paper) hang them on a wall. Split the girls into their patrols
armed with sponges and buckets of water in turn allow them to throw the sponges at the paper roses, the first patrol in your opinion to make the
roses turn from white to red wins. They are painting them red!

The Caterpillar
Take a paddling pool with water, add washing up liquid and add a length of tubing into it. Create bubbles in it by either blowing or getting a air
pump and pumping them in.
Print off a sheet of paper with OOOO R U ? (as in the caterpillar asking who are you?) printed on one side and on the back instructions to a
card trick. Print each “ooo r u “ in different colours and cut each piece of paper into three pieces and laminate those sections. Weigh one end by
taping a penny to it and the other punch a whole and attach a piece of polystyrene with cord.
Using fishing rods from broom poles and metal tent pegs lashed to them and creating more bubbles whilst the girls fish for THEIR colour 3
letters that needed to be fitted together to get the instructions on the back..........to explain to them how to do a card trick………….. which can be
part of their evening entertainment. Or even to dress up with what they can find as a character from the book

The Rabbit Hole
Grass sledge as if falling down the rabbit hole, we laid out pictures on the slope to recreate Rabbits Hole Alice fell down, as they ran over the
pictures (in plastic sleeves) they got points.

Climbing For the Key
We made an oversized Key and at Herons Wey there is a boulder to climb which was just about safe enough for us to perch a large key on the
top, which the girls had to race to get it (like the Key on the table)

Fishing For Oysters
In a slow moving river sit on rafts or canoes and tried to collect Oysters from the "sea" our Oysters were a bag of balls that you would use for a
kiddies ball park.

I’m Late I’m Late
Time races such as on a Go Karting Course for an I'm Late I'm Late session.

Have a Mad day
Make all the Clues for the tasks for the day on cardboard arrows (as if in the wood on the trees)
One arrow saying to visit the Mad Hatter thrice and thrice again. When they have worked out they need to ask the Mad Hatter 6 times why are
they visiting him they are then told
In which ever way you feel they will understand it but in Riddle (as it’s the Mad Hatter telling them) that they need to entertain the Queen for
campfire, by either singing a song and/or performing a dance about the book.
“With a Song or a Riddle you must entertain the Queen, or turn yourselves into a Dancing Machine”

With the Leaders dressed up in character, tell the girls that as well as all the tasks for the day, they have to note down all the changes they see in
the leaders, so when the Tweedle Do & Tweedle Don’t change their hair or puts their fat bellies to the back of their t-shirts or the Mad Hatter
changes her hat they must make notes of them all. Points at the end of the day for the most noticed.
Print off lots of Cheshire cats that need to be noted where they saw “Chesh”, you could even just use pink or purple crèche paper wrapped
around things if inside or outside.

Make a Flamingo Croquet stick (which most of them did with a broom pole and a wooden mallet!) and we played Croquet with the
Queen............. the balls were the girls (as hedgehogs doing forward rolled once they had been tapped) Make arm arches for the girls to forward
roll throw, with leaders and their children dressed up as characters of the book the Cards, the Hatter & the March Hare, Tweedle DO & DONT etc
Make a new home for the White Rabbit, judged by the Queen and the White Rabbit

Our Tea Parties were infuriating for all as we had to continually pass a teacup
Search the Dormouse – a leader hid.

